CYLINDER
FLAMINGO
SERIES
SERIES
MUCH
MORE
A
GARDEN
THAN
A
OF WONDERS
GEOMETRIC
SHAPE

Turning a simple geometric
shape into a design object,
giving it the immense power to
illuminate outdoor spaces by
joining elegance, discretion and
attention to detail.

WITH
THIS IDEAL,
WE HAVE
CREATED CYLINDER:
THE NEW ENTRY IN
SURFACE-MOUNTED
LIGHTING
PRODUCTS
FOR OUTDOOR
CEILING
INSTALLATION.

CYLINDER is not a simple lamp,
or a simple three-dimensional
geometric figure.

CYLINDER is the
exact blend of
what its shape
can offer and
what PUK’s lighting
technology can
bring to the world
of outdoor lighting,
the result of more
than 30 years of
experience.
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Contrary to popular
belief, lighting design
based on externally
mounted downlight
products is not an
alternative solution
to an in-ground
luminaire installation,
but is a deliberate
and strongly desired
choice to enhance
specific outdoor
environments.
When it happens? Everytime you want to include
in your design an accent lighting that, coming
from above, accompanies People to discovery the
best environments, or when you want to enhance
shapes, colours and patterns of the outdoor ceiling
brighteining it with elegant lamps, or even when
you want to recreate the effect of a shining and
impactful sky, where the sinuosity of the lamps
emphasises the light emitted.

CYLINDER
MICRO

CYLINDER
MINI

CYLINDER
MEDIUM

124 mm
Ø 72 mm

190 mm
Ø 106 mm

140 mm
Ø 150 mm
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CYLINDER
MICRO COB

701202
CYLINDER
MINI COB

701203
CYLINDER
MEDIUM COB

CYLINDER
MAXI DOWNLIGHT

170 mm
Ø 180 mm

701204
CYLINDER
MAXI COB

Cylinder
Choose Cylinder
and turn on the light
above you.
701206
CYLINDER
MEDIUM HP

701205
CYLINDER
MINI HP

TECHNICAL DATA
Surface mounted luminaire for outdoor ceiling
installation.
hospho-chromatised and polyester powder coated
extruded copper-free aluminium body, tempered
safety glass, moulded silicone gaskets, with screws
in stainless steel.
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1 - 10V

DALI NEW

WATT min - max

|

6 - 38

lumen package

|

580 - 4.400

701207
CYLINDER
MAXI HP

Qubo

Cubic shape
projector range
composed by four
sizes with infinite
lighting variants,
adapting to the
most various fields
of application.

We turned a geometric
shape into a
sophisticated lighting
object, characterized
by clean and refined
aesthetic lines, ready
to envelop any outdoor
context with its beam
of light from above.
Its potential does not
end there: CYLINDER’s
power is also expressed
in its incomparable
versatility.
This product comes on the market in four different variants
(MICRO, MINI, MEDIUM and MAXI): from a diameter of just 72mm
in the MICRO version to a diameter of 158mm in the MAXI version.
Its charm is that, as its size increases, the clean aesthetics and
performance it provides do not change. A result achieved thanks
to the choice of two different LED types (COB and HP) for all
variants - with the exception of MICRO (available with COB LEDs
only). In terms of illumination, for the COB versions of CYLINDER
you can choose between three different beam angles (narrow
18°, medium 36° and wide 60°) and two different temperatures
(3000°K warm-white or 4000°K neutral-white); for the HP
versions you can choose between ultra-narrow (4°), narrow (10°)
and medium-wide (28°).

Textured Grey
RAL 9006

Anthracite Grey
RAL 7016

… AND IT DOESN’T END THERE: TO ENSURE
MAXIMUM VERSATILITY AND THE MOST SATISFYING
USER EXPERIENCE POSSIBLE, CYLINDER IS
AVAILABLE IN THREE DIFFERENT FINISHES
(TEXTURED GRAY, ANTHRACITE GRAY AND MATT
BLACK) OR YOU CAN REQUEST A CUSTOMISED
FINISH TO SUIT YOUR PLACEMENT NEEDS BETTER!

Matt Black
(on request)

Our advice is to play with
light and CYLINDER,
combining the different
LED sizes and technologies
available, to create a real
show!

CYLINDER satisfies the lighting
requirements of every outdoor
context, while also guaranteeing
remarkable durability.
This is possible thanks to the
materials chosen for its creation:
phospho-chromatised and
polyester powder coated extruded
copper-free aluminium body,
tempered safety glass, moulded
silicone gaskets, with screws in
stainless steel.
Its natural application is the outdoor
space also underlined by its IP66 rating,
which certifies its dustproofing and
extreme protection against strong jets
of water. A blend of materials, technologies
and aesthetic choices makes CYLINDER
literally infallible in enhancing rooms,
providing accent lighting and lasting
for many years.
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